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sold on a house-to-house basis after
becoming known may change to a less
expensive method of distribution.

6. It is unlikely that house-to-house
selling and distribution through the or-
dinary channels can be used effectively
by a firm for the sale of identical mer-
chandise.

7. Where goods are so bulky that
samples cannot be carried, or where a

large number of samples is necessary,
the plan becomes impractical. The same
thing is true, to a large extent, in in-
stances where the product must be made
to fit the purchaser.

8. Even in cases where direct selling
appears to be advisable, the difficulty
of building up and maintaining a corps
of efficient canvassers is so great that it
frequently renders the plan inexpedient.

CERTAIN LIMITATIONS IN THE APPLICATION
OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT

period used by other manufacturers in
producing cheaper pianos, results in an
extremely high inventory of raw mate-
rials and goods in process.

No effort is made to speed up pro-
duction because it is thought that such
a move would influence the quality of
the work. Even during the war period,
when orders were on hand for five
times the number of pianos the factory
could produce, no effort was made to
increase the output, for fear that the
quality and tone might be impaired.
The primary interest is to maintain a
reputation for a superior product.

One of the chief difficulties encoun-
tered by the company is the maintenance
of a force of highly skilled and loyal
workers. The factory superintendent
hires workmen, and the foremen are
responsible for training them to the
required degree of skill. The foreman
does this either by giving them instruc-
tions himself or by having the new em-
ployees work with the best men in the
department. No written instructions
from the office are given to the work-
men, the best method of doing each
operation being left to the judgment of
the individual workman.

In the Walker factory, methods em-
ployed to give control are not as ex-
acting as those usually found under a

Walker Piano Company,
which manufactures pianos of the

highest quality, has an output of 1,500
units a year. Three types of grand
pianos and two types of uprights com-
prise the complete line. The company
employs about 400 men in the factory,
practically all of whom are working on
day-rates. Only a few of the unskilled
operations, such as the sawing of lum-
ber, are on a piece-work basis.

The company distributes its product
directly to 60 dealers located all over
the world. No aggressive sales meth-
ods are employed. Although the Walk-
er piano sells for about $300 more
than the next most expensive piano, be-
cause of the superior quality ot its prod-
ucts the company never has had any
difficulty in selling all the pianos it could
make, even during years of depression.

In the process of manufacture, there-
fore, no costs are spared to insure the
best quality of work. Great care is
taken in the purchase of all materials,
especially lumber. Individual trees are
selected, and the lumber is seasoned in
the company's own yards for a period
of 3 years before it is put into the proc-
ess of manufacture. This, together
with the fact that it takes the Walker
Piano Company 18 months to make a
piano, in contrast to the 2-month
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system of scientific management. A per-
petual inventory is kept, both in quan-
tity and money values, for raw mate-
rials, supplies, and work in process,
and this has corresponded accurately
with annual physical inventories.

The control of the flow of work
through the factory is secured by a sys-
tem of cards with detachable coupons
issued when a piano is ordered into proc-
ess. One coupon is provided for each
operation to be performed. This states
the name of the operation, the kind and
number of piano, and has a space for
the signature of the man performing the
work. When the worker has finished
his operation, he signs the coupon and
sends it to the office. There a summary
sheet is kept, down the left-hand side of
which are listed the five types of pianos
made, and across the top the operations
performed. Each week the cards are
sorted, and figures are entered under
each operation. On account of the uni-
formity in the rate of production, the
balance of work between operations and
departments is cared for automatically,
once a sufficient number of new men and
proper equipment have been provided
therefor.

Costs are kept on each piano. These
are considered by the company to be ac-
curate, but experience has shown that
the costs on identical products will vary
to a considerable extent. This can be
attributed to the fact that no pianos
are delivered which are not as nearly
perfect in all respects as possible. If a
piano, after having been completed and
receiving its final tuning, is considered
by the last inspector to have an action
which is not entirely satisfactory, the
whole action is taken out and readjusted,
regardless of the expense involved.

It has been pointed out to the execu-
tives that the present method of manu-
facture is satisfactory only as long as

there is no serious competition. In
order to prepare for such a contingency,
it has been proposed that the entire
manufacturing process be remodeled
along lines of scientific management,
reducing to writing all the technical in-
formation now in the hands of the
workers and foremen. As a result of
the installation of scientific manage-
ment, it has been contended that econo-
mies would be effected, delays avoided,
and the company made independent of
the very limited supply of highly skilled
piano workers.

fVhat Is Meant hy Scientific
Management

Before it is possible to judge whether
or not the Walker Piano Company can
successfully introduce scientific manage-
ment, it is necessary to understand ex-
actly what is meant by that term. In
general, scientific management is that
type of control best adapted to a par-
ticular situation at a specific time. In
order to determine the situation that
must be met at any time, however, it is
essential that the particular job be thor-
oughly analyzed and divided into its
constituent parts. It may be said, there-
fore, that scientific management is that
type of management which is based upon
an analysis of every activity and respon-
sibility in the system of production, with
the purpose of determining accurate
and precise measures and methods for
every kind of performance. In such an
analysis it is not essential to time-study
each operation, except in those cases
where that procedure will help to de-
termine the best method of perform-
ance.

Often the term scientific management
is applied to the control arrived at by
traditional methods. It may appear
that these are best suited to the situa-
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tion, but unless a careful investigation
has shown this to be true, such a pro-
cedure cannot be termed scientific man-
agement. To that class of manage-
ment which makes no attempt to study
the individual cases in an effort to stand-
ardize methods, but which employs a
system of orderly control, it is believed
that the term systematic management
may well be applied.

The types of control in a factory
may be designated according to the
above conception as, ( i ) scientific man-
agement, based upon a specific analysis
of each operation, (2) systematic man-
agement, which employs a systematic
means of administration but makes no
effort to determine the most efficient
method of performance for each opera-
tion, or (3) a system which makes no
attempt to secure orderly control. The
Walker Piano Company, through its in-
ventory control and system of cards for
work in process, at present utilizes sys-
tematic management.

A distinction must be made at once
between scientific management and
methods of wage payment. Often the
two are confused, one being considered
the supplement of the other. This is
not the case, for it is the express pur-
pose of scientific management to elimi-
nate waste, not to push production.
Under this system of management
either a piece-rate, day-rate, or a modi-
fication of the two may be used. The
purpose underlying incentive methods of
wage payment, on the other hand, is
quantity production, because the total
wage usually varies directly with the
output. Scientific management, there-
fore, tends to reduce costs but does not
necessarily strive for quantity produc-
tion.

Some confusion also arises because
many writers interchange the terms
Taylor System and scientific manage-

ment. The practice has become so com-
mon that now the mention of the one
suggests the other. Actually, the Tay-
lor, Bedaux, Gantt, Em=;rson, or any
other systems cannot be labeled scientific
management correctly unless they repre-
sent the best methods of performance in
view of the inherent conditions existing
in the particular factory. In fact, there
are very few cases where any one of
these forms is being used in its entirety;
more commonly they are modified so as
to suit best the particular circumstances.
When scientific management is mention-
ed in this case, reference is made to no
one special system, but rather to that
system which is based upon a scientific
analysis from which accurate and stand-
ard methods of performance are deter-
mined.

It must be realized that all depart-
ments need not be placed on the same
basis. One system might be applied ad-
vantageously to some departments
while in others an attempt to apply the
same system would prove disastrous.

application of Scientific Management

An analysis of the manufacturing
processes of the Walker Piano Com-
pany indicates that scientific manage-
ment might be successfully applied to
the control of inventories and to the un-
skilled operations. On account of the
high quality of the product, however,
the application of this system to skilled
work is limited.

Scientific management should work
effectively in the control of inventories,
which in this case are high both in ma-
terials and work in process. Under the
present system, the only method of con-
trol is through a perpetual inventory.
Under scientific management, a system
of maximum and minimum inventories
could be worked out which would as-
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sure the company of having sufficient
material on hand, but would not permit
the quantities to become excessive. An
organization would be built up with
respect to the ordering and issuing of
material from stores, providing for the
delivery of the raw material or goods
in process to the proper place at the
right time. Not only would expense be
eliminated by having unskilled laborers
perform these functions, but the morale
of the skilled workers would be raised
by having the material ready for work
at the time needed. The elimination of
delay should impress the workmen with
the importance of saving as much time
as possible.

Scientific management, furthermore,
could be successfully introduced in the
departments which employ unskilled
labor. There the operations are routine
in nature and are performed to a large
extent by machines. The output of this
type of labor is really a semimanufac-
tured product which the skilled worker
fashions into the finished article. In
these departments the raw material is
standard and the chief aim is quantity
production. It would be possible to
time-study and analyze each operation,
determining the one best method of per-
formance.

There can be little doubt that in many
cases a system of scientific management
can be successfully applied to skilled
operations. Where mass production is
desired and where the operations are
mechanical, this type of control can be
introduced with resulting economies.
But many fail to recognize that there
are limitations beyond which scientific
management cannot work effectively.
Examples are cited to show how bene-
fits have been derived in certain indus-
tries and factories, but no consideration
is given to the application of such a sys-
tem in all types of business. This re-

sults in giving the impression that the
same benefits will be obtained in all
industries; that is, that scientific man-
agement is a panacea for all production
ills.

Where skill and quality are para-
mount and the performance of each
operation is in itself an art, there scien-
tific management breaks down. The
materials may appear to be standard
and the operations uniform, but in order
to secure the high standard, a certain
deftness on the part of the workman
is necessary. The exact method of per-
forming this skilled operation cannot
be set down in writing but must come
from training.

Such is the situation that exists in the
Walker Piano Company. The limited
output of the factory is sold on the
basis of outstanding quality. No two
pianos are the same in all respects,
minor modifications being necessary to
make all as nearly perfect as possible.
In its advertising, the Walker Piano
Company has stressed the minute care
exercised in the manufacture of its prod-
ucts. In this manner it has built up a
class of trade which buys Walker pianos
because of their distinctive characteris-
tics. To any but the skilled worker the
material used in all the pianos appears
to be uniform, but inherent variations
make necessary special individual treat-
ment of each piece. Because of these
differences it is impossible to standard-
ize the processes. Each piano must be
treated as a special orde.r.

It seems, therefore, that the present
system of control over skilled opera-
tions used by the Walker Piano Com-
pany is best suited to the particular pur-
pose. Through the use of cards and
tags the company is able to keep an ac-
curate check on all operations through-
out the factory, and thus control the
flow of work through it. It is true that
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this system makes the company largely
dependent upon its skilled labor, but
this difficulty is inherent in the use of
such a class of labor, and therefore
would not be obviated by scientific man-
agement. The workman must be
skilled when he enters the factory, and
then learn to adapt his skill to the par-
ticular job by being shown the exact
procedure by another proficient in this
operation.

Another example of the way in which
a high degree of skill plays a part of
major importance in a production proc-
ess is found in the kitchens of some of
the best hotels. The patronage of these
institutions is not a result of the in-
gredients that go into the food, but
rather of the particular ffavor of the
food derived from the way in which
recipes are applied. It has been found
impossible to standardize the art of
cooking. It must be acquired largely by
training.

The prestige of a well-known, high-
grade automobile is attributed largely
to the care and technique exercised in its
construction. The manufacturer has
not been able to standardize all the
operations in the production of this
high-quality car, because each car pre-
sents a peculiar situation. The rough
parts may be standardized, but the fit-
ting and adjusting are done by experts,
not through the application of prede-
termined methods, but by applying per-
sonal skill to the particular case in hand.
As a result of the high grade of work-
manship, this automobile has a reputa-
tion for giving little mechanical trouble.
It has been found by this firm that the
cost of manufacturing in this way is less
than it would be if it were attempted
to get the same degree of exactness
through rigid testing. Here, again, the
individual skill demanded makes unwise
the application of scientific management.

The underlying principle in each of
these cases is the same. The reputation
of each concern has been built up as the
result oi the high degree of skill applied
in the manufacture of its products. In
instances where the skill of the indi-
vidual worker plays a predominant
part, the use of scientific management
is impracticable.

General Significance

The point of significance which is
found in this case is that, as the im-
portance of the skill of the individual
workman increases, the likelihood of
deterioration of quality in the finished
product, through subordination of crafts-
manship to standardization, increases.
In certain types of industries, where the
production ol quality goods is of para-
mount importance, and that quality is
dependent on the skill and craftsman-
ship of the individual workman, scien-
tific management cannot be introduced
successfully. This especially is true in
factories where the patronage has been
built up on the basis of the distinctive
merits of the finished article. Inherent
differences in the raw material which
is to be used in production, and individ-
ual adjustments to the parts as assem-
bled make the standardization of the
task difficult. In a sense each time a
given operation is repeated, the method
of performance differs in some slight
degree, so that it is practically impos-
sible to reduce the processes to writing
or to set a definite standard for each
operation.

In an industry of this type the loyalty
and good-will of the worker are of ut-
most importance. Upon him falls the
responsibility of using his individual
initiative to perform the operation in
the way best suited to the circumstances
confronting him. An attempt to take
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away a part of the worker's responsi-
bility through the introduction of scien-
tific management may result in the pro-
duction of a product of inferior quality,
which though it be only for a short time,
would result in a loss of prestige for the
manufacturer and a consequent decrease
in sales.

Where mass production is desired
and the operations can be standardized,
scientific management may well be ap-

plied. In the production of quality
goods up to the time that an unusual
degree of skill is introduced, such a sys-
tem is practicable. But beyond that
point, where craftsmanship is required
to produce fine quality, and standard-
ization is difficult because of the vari-
ation in materials, scientific management
may result in greater cost per unit and
poorer quality than systematic manage-
ment.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE ADVERTISING
POSSIBILITIES OF A PRODUCT

ON E of the outstanding develop-
ments of the past decade in the

field of merchandising has been the
growth of advertising. As the use of
advertising has increased, the competi-
tion for attention has become more and
more intense. This competition may be
said to be of two types: the competition
between advertisements of various
products, and that between advertise-
ments of different brands of the same
product. In the early days of advertis-
ing, the very fact that attempts to at-
tract attention to a particular product
were unusual, served to make even crude
methods effective. As the amount of
advertising has increased, however, con-
stant improvements in methods have
been necessary. At the present time an
advertisement is recognized as having
certain definite requirements. One
authority' says that an advertisement
must: ( I ) attract attention, for it must
be seen; (2) arouse interest, for it must
be read; (3) create conviction, for it
must be believed; (4) produce a re-
sponse, for it must be acted upon; and
(5) impress the memory, for it must be
remembered.

Thus, the advertisement of today, if

'Starch, Daniel, friuiiflts «/ Advtrtiiimg, A.
VV. Shaw Computj, Ckiesco, 19*$.

it is to be effective, must be constructed
in a manner that will accomplish the
results which have been enumerated.
The construction of an advertisement
can be divided roughly into two steps.
First, the product's strongest points of
appeal to consumers must be deter-
mined. Second, these appeals must be
presented in an effective manner. The
performance of these steps requires a
thorough knowledge of the product and
its appeal to consumers, as well as a
knowledge of such technical considera-
tions as layout, headlines, illustration,
color, and text. It is the purjjose of this
discussion to consider only the approach
that should be made in analyzing the
product and its appeals. The subject of
technique in the construction of adver-
tisements will not be considered.

Because of the need for a thorough
knowledge of the product and its ap-
peals to consumers, some scientific
method of analysis should he applied.
This method of analysis means that a
definite procedure in determining facts
about the product will be followed. A
detailed analysis of this kind may seem
unnecessary in that it develops informa-
tion that may never be of value in ad-
vertising, but it seems advisable to
spend the. necessary time in gathering






